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own democracy. The freedom of speech is ours to
three important sections, Parliament, judiciary,
and

say what we believe. We have the right to justice, to be
executive connected. Parliament debate and vote for laws e-

The Parli-
ment-
dom

deco-
racy.

treat fair and square. We've equal rights and human rights to
executive makes them be. Then they need enforcing with the_
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treat us all with care.

_ ju-dic-ar-y.

When you are a ci-ti-zen in this Aus-tra-lian land, you

Free-dom of el ect-ion and the pro cess that is run for repre

sen-ta-tive de-mo-cra-cy means you can vote for an-y-one.

need the knowl-edge and the skills so you can un-der-stand.

Greeks tried an idea through the power of the people, for how you can engage and even question how it's done. Political citizens to have a say, and every say is equal. When we open up, we can step on up, then when speaking up we can start.
to make a difference. When we open up we can step on up, then when

speaking up, with every step we're taking, a better world we're making. The power to be changing's in us

V.S.

1. So take a look a-round at what you all!
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hear and feel and see. There are so many ways to take part in democracy. It can be as simple as picking the rubbish off the ground. Caring for the environment, there democracy is found. Welcoming new classmates,
looking after friends, look to the community for ways that never end.

Ideas come from everywhere and simple ones can grow.

Stepping up with passion it could change the world we know. When we

o- pen up, we can step on up, then when speak- ing up we can start 

to make a diff- rence. When we o pen up we can step on up, then when 

speaking up, with ev- ry step we’re ta- king, a bet-
- ter world we're ma-king. The po-wer to be chang-ing's in us

all!

Ever-y-one can have their place and

free to make their choice, understanding your identity can help you raise your voice.

Who is your community and what do you believe? If you speak your truth there's no limit to what you can achieve.
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value freedom, inclusion, responsibility, civility, compassion, a fair

go for you and me. Connecting to each other when we open hands to reach. We can

make a better world because we all can learn and teach!
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We can make a difference. This is our call, our call to action.

We can change the world! Take an idea, it's gaining traction.

We can make a difference. People power, a chain reaction.
That's how we change the world!

When we open up we can step on up, then when speaking up, we can start to make a difference. When we open up we can step on up, then when
Speaking up, with every step we're taking, a better world we're making. The power to be changing's in us all!